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v=1580351503,width:768}],requires_selling_plan:false,selling_plan_groups:[],content:\u003cp\u003eThis is a classic satanic reader - covering all aspects of satan's movements as it began in the late 1960s. Written by Anton LaVey, the Satanic Bible remains one of the most popular books in Satanism.\u003c\/p\u003e\u003cp\u003eThe Satanic Bible is
recommended for those who are new to Satanism who wish to explore its philosophical side. The Satanic Bible belongs in every serious Satanic library, both for reference and to understand the basics of Satanism today.\u003cbr\u003e\u003c\/p\u003e\u003cp\u003eAmong the subject discussed in this book, is the question of Satan's morality, life guidance
according to LaVey, Satanic Statements, Satanic Rituals, discussions about religion and metaphysics and more. Add this important book to your Satanic library today!\u003c\/p\u003e\u003cp\u003eDetails:\u003c\/p\u003e\u003cul\u003e\u003cli\u003e\u003cstrong\u003eSoftcover, 272
pages\u003c\/strong\u003e\u003c\/li\u003e\u003cli\u003e\u003cstrong\u003e\u003cb\u003e \u003c\/b\u003e 4.2 x 0.7 x 6.8 inches (6.8 inches 10.6 x 2.56 x 17.27 cm)\u003c\/strong\u003e\u003c\/li\u003e\u003c\/ul\u003e} Okay, so there is a huge stigma about what demons really are or what demons do. People are often afraid of what they don't
understand, so I'll briefly clean this up for all that's curious among you when scanning the review section: a Satan doesn't sacrifice humans or animals – it is and yes, they are very scary people. Okay? Cool! This book really drew me more into his philosophy than his actual religion and, honestly, it was an amazing read! Religious or not, give this a shot
because if you're like me (and you enjoy learning about a lot of different things) you'll learn a LOT from this. I personally feel more enlightened, self-centered and more confident after reading this (believe it or not)! And if you're in a metal band, then it's also great for lyrical inspiration. I personally scored this as a solid 10/10 and would love to read more into
this type of work! Anton Szandor Lavey Called the Black Pope by many of his followers, Anton La Vey began his path to the Satanic High Priesthood when he was just 16 years old and an organ player in the carnival: On Saturday night I would see lustful men after half-spoiled girls dancing at carnivals, and on Sunday mornings when I played organ for
evangelist tent performances at the other end of many carnivals, I would see these same people sitting on claws with their wives and children, asking God to forgive them and cleanse them of worldly desires. And the next Saturday night they'll be back at Carnival or somewhere else to indulge. I knew later that the Christian Church was thriving on hypocrisy,
and the man's worldly nature was coming out! From the very beginning of his life the path was clear. Finally, on the last night of April 1966 -- Walpurgisnacht, the most important festival of magic believers -- LaVey shaved his head in the tradition of the Ancient executioner and announced the formation of the Church of Satan. He had seen the need for a
church that would reclaim the human body and its earthly desires as objects of celebration. Because worship of fleshy things produces pleasure, he says, then there will be a temple of glorious indulgence . . . . The file will be sent to your email address. It may take up to 1-5 minutes before you receive it. Home Downloads Free Downloads The Satanic Bible
pdf Suggested PDF: The Holy Bible: English Standard Version by Anonymous pdf Author: Anton Szandor LaVeyOriginal Title: The Satanic BibleBook Format: PaperbackNumber Of Pages: 272 pagesFirst Published in: 1969Latest Edition: December 1st 1976ISBN Number: 9780380015399Language: Englishcategory: religion, non fiction, philosophy, occult,
satanism, spirituality, reference, classics, religion, atheism, psychology, seductionFormats: ePUB(Android), audible mp3, audiobook and kindle. Translated versions of the book are available in Spanish, English, Chinese, Russian, Hindi, Bengali, Arabic, Portuguese, Indonesian/Malaysian, French, Japanese, German and many others for free download.
Please note the tricks or techniques listed in this pdf are fiction or claimed to work by the creator. We do not warrant that that will work for you. Some of the techniques listed in the Satanic Bible may require a healthy knowledge of Hypnosis, users are advised to abandon those passages or should have a basic understanding of the subject before practicing it.
DMCA and Copyright: The book is not hosted on our servers, to delete files, please contact the source url. If you see a Google Drive link instead of the source url, it means that the file wizard you'll get after approval is simply a summary of the original book or the file has been deleted. by Magistra Peggy Nadramia, High Priest of Satan Church Most religions
do not begin with a book; The books came later. They start with one or two people, who gather others around them. As a group, they formulated some ideas about their beliefs and they decided what words they would use to describe themselves and their gods. They collaborate on liturgy, or maybe one person goes into the woods and comes back with some
given wisdom. It is written, or carved into trees or painted on cave walls. The ledbooks came about years later, and they were translated and supplemented. Different versions appear and different people interpret them differently. Satan's Bible doesn't happen that way. It was born of inspiration and need; it combines rituals already used by a church, and a
philosophy that is being expressed in published articles and through other media, but all from the same source: the mind of Anton LaVey. The ideas that shaped the philosophy of Satanism, and their expression through the rituals that had been created to carry out this philosophy, were united to write what would become the basis of Satan's religion and the
most influential book of history about Satanism. LaVey has a very demanding and active congregation, always willing to discuss new ideas, and to exercise and experiment with them. Lectures are held almost daily at the Black House on California Street, and satanic rituals take place every Friday night. His creative, powerful and intelligent Magic Circle
encourages him to put all this together in several ways; the world is riding the pinnacle of the supernatural revolution and Satanism is a unique form of this new self-empowerment. It's time to take it, as they say, to another level. [Satan's Bible] was born of inspiration and need; [combining] rituals already used ... In addition to the satanic wisdom that flows to
members of his Church through his sermons and essays, Anton LaVey is not yet a writer, by his own admission. But he was an interesting and eloquent man, and he drew on the friendship of writers, who were lavish in support and encouragement From their friend Anton. They were eager to see him flex his muscles and precede a wave of interest in
Satanism and the Dark Arts. One of these is Fred Goerner, author of The Search for Amelia Earhart. Fred was enthusiastic about LaVey's ideas and so convinced the Satanic Bible would be a runaway hit, that he spoke to his own editor at Doubleday, Walter Bradbury: During the party I got into a discussion with Anton LaVey, head of the self-styled North
American Satanic Church... Anton is not as weird [sic] as he sounds. Along with articulating and hell a salesman, he creates a solid presence... She holds classes a few nights a week at her church for young women who want to be witches. Merla and I go one night, and damn if she doesn't have forty girls there studying love potions and likes to include
courses in seducing men through her own ego. Too many. Luther Nichols, editor of West Coast Doubleday, called LaVey in February 1968. Occult books are hot, hot, hot and every publisher wants to put out the next bestseller in that category. They had a long chat and on that day, Nichols sent a letter to LaVey asking to see the manuscript for the Satanic
Bible and Practical Charms for Women, a proto version of The Compleat Witch based on lavey witch workshops. Fred Goerner received a letter of the same date from Walter Bradbury, his own editor at Doubleday, thanking Goerner for LaVey's reference. So there was enough buzz about the Satanic Bible at one of America's biggest publishers, and I'm sure
LaVey walked on air - and started cracking the whip over his own head for a change. He needs to get to work. Two weeks later, in March, LaVey received a letter from Mike Hamilburg, fred goerner's agent and Mitchell Hamilburg's son, who had founded a successful and well-known literary and film agency in Hollywood. Mike has been referred to LaVey by
Goerner, and has arranged a meeting with the LaVeys temporarily. He's interested in representing LaVey and handling any negotiations with Doubleday, if the need arises - he's already in touch with Luther Nichols, who shows Doubleday's strong interest in what you're doing. Well, that's encouraging. Knowing something from LaVey's background, Hamilburg
included a copy of the book he represented, The Cristianis, about a famous circus family. LaVey immediately replied and was completely blown away by this introduction and delighted with the gift:... [it] supplies me with some warm nostalgia in nature that has grown too cold. He went on to give a detailed description of the Four Books he imagined forming the
Bible of Satan. These are heady things. Satan's Bible has been analyzed by many people over the years, scholars, detractors, Satan, Christian evangelists, even Catholic doctrine. Here is Anton LaVey planning his own book for you, and what he hopes will happen in each section: The first one The Book of Satan, is a diatribe performed in an almost brutal
way, and in true Bible format, with numbered chapters and verses. This is deliberately done in an old-fashioned style, and guaranteed anger, from a religious, intellectual, or at least literary point of view, at least for enough people to cause some wholesale tongue-clucking and fist pounding. Satan represents the element of fire, so this part of the Bible must be
scorched! The second book is called The Book of Lucifer, (element of air, enlightenment) and in rather sane language seeks to enlighten the reader to the truth about Satanism. Satan's view of Heaven and Hell, life after death, God, sin and guilt, ego, soul trading, sexual activity, human sacrifice, love and hatred, and evidence of satan's new age, are exposed
in this section. The third book, The Book of Belial, (earth) is an instruction manual, written in succinct terms, on the theory and practice of ritual magic. Nothing has ever been written that tells the reader the principles set out in such blatant detail. Pussy-footing, the true attitude of all works, both historical and modern, cannot be found here! This is a course in
the practical application of the Dark Arts, and goes into taboo materials such as in performance magic such as obscene imagery, utilization of distressed desire; how, rightly, to hate; precise time regarding: sleep patterns, accident-prone cycles, moon phases, menstrual periods, adrenal energy transmission, orgasmic functions in ritual magic, etc. - all
described in no-nonsense, non-sanctimonious language. Here must be found ingredients of charm and spells, hexes and curses. The fourth and final passage, the Book of Leviathan, (water, roaring sea) contains actual summonses and spells used in satanic ceremonial and ritual performances, for purposes such as love, sex, power, mercy, destruction, etc.,
and invokes names that have never been encouraged by the author of puerile books on magic. As real as she sounds above, LaVey isn't entirely sure she didn't come across as a publishing rube, and qualified her passion for her prospective agents thus: I realized that I sounded enthusiastic, Mike, and I was honest. I have collected every book about magic,
magic, and magic so that I can put my hand on (including some so-called forbidden books) for a better part of my life, and have been so disappointed, humiliated, and disappointed by what I read that I have to write myself, as a demon advocate! ... I had a lot to say, and after doing everything from training lions and tigers, to playing Bach ahead of the organ
while accompanying myself on the kazoo, but never writing in my life, I felt the attack I am currently Unavoidable. Anton LaVey will set out on his way to write a book that has empowered the devil for generations to follow. She trembles, and has every reason to be, as she will find herself both writing and marketing The Compleat Witch almost simultaneously,
while also composing an essay that will eventually turn into The Devil's Notebook. His writing for this same letter is, well, optimistic: I hope the Bible is finished in the next month. A few weeks later, in mid-April 1968, LaVey heard from local friend Burton Wolfe, who returned a copy of Baby LaVey rosemary had lent him. Wolfe is another of LaVey's co-authors,
sharing tips and information on publishing opportunities, after interviewing the LaVeys at the Black House and covering Satanic rituals in an article for Knight Magazine. LaVey happily reports, Most of my free time has been taken up by writing the Satanic Bible, which is very interested in being published by Doubleday. I have a good agent in L.A. - Michael
Hamilburg. She was Fred Goerner's agent for Amelia Earhart's book, and Fred was quite happy with what he was doing for her. And indeed, LaVey has reason to be optimistic, as Luther Nichols followed up with Hamilburg's agency at length in a letter from late April: It has all sorts of possibilities as a hell-speeder... Satan's manifesto as the first part of the
book should start things with the kind of demoliton [sic] orthodoxy just before Mr. Levay [sic] turns to radical advice and enlightenment (endarkenment?) from other parts. I love her 'If a guy hits you on one cheek, SMASH him on the other. Very realistic in our time of black militants, white Mace-wielders, Vietnamese bombers, and assassins alike. The material
'theory and practice' for the Book of Belial is interesting. It is deeply mixed in existentialism and psychology, among other things, to form a more plausible argument for satanism and its application than might be expected. The cultural and scientific climate seems to be coming to the aid of [sic] Mr. Levay more favorably than it was at the time of de Sade or
Huysmans. Of course the book promises to offer more psychological sound, practical advice than most pietistic 'right-handed road' things that fobbed off on wishful thinking every year. (Norman Vincent Peal, can you hear me?) ... some improvements may be made in the style and organization of the.... although generally the power of Mr. Levay's language
surprised me... Today it threatens to be a fragmented and cloudy mite - although one might expect a certain amount of it in the realm of magic. Or alive, for that thing. From what I see here, it's my judgment that Doubleday very interested in pursuing the Devil's Bible ... ... the book is well written, well designed (perhaps with the right devil's art) and well
promoted, it can be a sensation. That's full steam ahead for LaVey at the moment. The turmoil of long-distance phone calls is ongoing, but it should be remembered that the cost of such calls, even between cities on the same coast, is prohibited. That's a good thing, because we have these wonderful letters to give us an insight into the thought process that
we have guessed. I've collected every book about magic, magic, and magic that I could put my hand up and have so... disappointed, that I had to write my own ... In mid-May, LaVey wrote to his agent, Michael Hamilburg, to give him an update on where he was with the Satanic Bible. He apologized for not sending the promised cage sooner,... but one thing
leads to another, and I keep writing. That combined with the fact that a full week devoted to filming a documentary at the Church of Satan for U.C.L.A. is why this comes to you about a week and a half late. It refers to Satan, the famous documentary about the Early Church of Satan with which we are all so familiar. Not everyone may realize that this film is a
student project, for Master Ray Laurent's thesis in filmmaking. LaVey is still in touch with Doubleday at this point, and told Hamilburg: I called [Luther Nichols] last week to let him know that I would be on a local television show and would read parts of the Book of Satan on the program. It shook everyone in the studio so much that filming had to be done three
times, which made it impossible for them to film another show they planned to show the same night (Monday)... Obviously, this is the kind of promotion the Bible will need. He speculated about whether the exposition about the Church of Satan itself would be appropriate or not. I deliberately avoided references to the Church of Satan except in my signature
after introduction. Do you think I should include a chapter on the Church of Satan and its reasons and hence? This is a point that I'm not too sure about – whether it will add or subtract. He was convinced that Satanism was the wave of the future, and told Hamilburg, the Church of Satan had actually started something impossible to stop... Knowing that we
must strike while the iron is hot, I have let everything else go as much as possible, and devoted every minute I can to completing satan's Bible. A few days later, LaVey received a response from Silva Romano, Hamilburg's assistant at the agency; He wrote in Mike's position as he dealt with his father's illness. He encouraged LaVey to prepare a chapter on
the Church of Satan, so that it would be ready if the publisher thought it was He also made suggestions about avoiding topical references, and asked for some expansion on the Enochian language and the devil's view of life after death. Moreover, she describes what she has sent as, just beautiful. LaVey finds himself complete in keeping with Romano's
advice for improvement: I completely agree that the overly topical parts may reduce, and have deliberately avoided them whenever possible. Of course, when dealing with a subject that is meant to criticize the current state of things it is not always easy to avoid references to certain examples ... Actually, when I wrote that brief description [of the Enochian] it
was more than [sic] less just to clarify the reason for its inclusion... As for life after death, he explains that when someone deals with the subject all the time it becomes second nature and I sometimes tend to simplify the subject more to avoid long winding explanations. As for a chapter on the Church, which never made it into the Bible, LaVey is pro rather
than con. I am rather glad that you feel the chapter on the Church of Satan may be in order, because the existence of an organized religious body tends to add to the outrageousness of religion, which is something necessary for the survival of it. Since most people who take the time to learn about Satanism usually think it makes sense, we find ourselves
lacking controversy. Because of that, I get angry sometimes on purpose. (9 parts accretability - 1 part outrageous). In exchange for this letter with his agency, Doubleday was still considering the Bible but Romano told LaVey that they gave the publisher a two-week deadline before shopping elsewhere. LaVey agrees: I am most anxious to get the Bible out in
general and don't want to waste time doing it... Each day brings new questions about the availability of the Bible - and my recent T.V. plugs on the interview show are always followed by a score of calls asking, 'when and where can we afford it?' He went on to detail how he asked some friends he considered lay people and were unfamiliar with Satanism, to
read his script and tell him if they felt the information was clear and accessible. They say that anyone who can read the newspaper will be able to understand the contents of the Bible. This is what I shoot, and I avoid being too esoteric in most of it, although I feel that a number of 'emperor's new clothes' are needed to satisfy the hyper-intellectuals, so I have
included some (but very few of these sorts of things). Hyper and pseudo-intellectual do a lot of hair separation, but very little else - Buy. Therefore, I deliberately do not measure the writing style of the Bible with them in mind, but have tilted towards the layman, which is much more to part with the dollar. On June 10, Silva Romano wrote again briefly and told
LaVey that they gave Doubleday ten more days to decide, and at that point, would make a simultaneous submission to Random House [publisher of Rosemary's Baby]. He thanked her for the Pray For Anton LaVey button and assured her that she was praying for him. ... anyone who can read the paper will be able to understand the contents of the Bible. This
is what I'm aiming for... LaVey responded that she thought Random House was a good choice thanks to Baby Rosemary's connections, and asked if she had seen her film. I'll go to the premiere here next Wednesday., and will have some members of my church there in black robes... I sent posters [satanic recruitment posters wanting you that are now
distributed to local dealers, and will probably be handled by dealers in L.A. and New York. Romano wrote again a few weeks later to say that Doubleday was still silent and his plan was to send the script to Random House. Thanks for the poster, he said. This is great, and you can be sure it will go up in our office. I'll tell you what comments he raised. Hijinks
at the premiere of Rosemary's Baby took place, including followers mentioned above in robes and the arrival of midnight in a trial, but LaVey quickly returned to his typewriter and on July 13, 1968 he sent five more chapters to Silva Romano at the agency: On the Choice of a Human Sacrifice, Not All Vampires Suck Blood, Satanic Sex, The Balance Factor ,
and the Church of Satan. His description of these chapters is fairly easy. It is noteworthy that he wrote the Vampire chapter, to clarify what is meant by 'responsibility,' in the concept of Satan... [and] in which situation and against which type of person we believe should and should not be expected to feel responsible. It was a bit of fun to read LaVey's
question, and the doubts he expressed, when he took the first step towards becoming the author of a famous and famous book that hasn't been out of print in fifty years. We have always associated a man with a kind of firm confidence, not arrogant or arrogant, but certainly dismissed with confidence in the truth his philosophy represents. Therefore, when you
see her asking for advice, it's surprising but entirely in keeping with her character – her lack of expertise in this new field, she's humble enough to seek guidance from others: Since I've never written anything commercially, I'm very 'green' about the field of writing and publishing. I have absolutely no idea how long it usually is to find a publisher, or what
appeals to them. Does it usually take a long time to publisher, or whether you think there may be a reason or reason we may not be able to one in the Bible. If you have more problems than usual in selling it, do you think it could be due to the rather controversial nature of the book, or does it leave something to be desired? Is the writing below par, or is the
subject matter not handled as best as possible? Can we shoot too high about the publisher we've tried? Please be frank, and let me know about anything you feel may be altered to improve its survival. Regarding the interest of Doubleday, where they had every reason to feel confident and are now beginning to hesitate, LaVey speculated, Maybe [Luther
Nichols] was just being polite... It has crossed my mind that a large publishing company might be wary of handling the Bible for fear it might smirk at its respectable reputation. I want to know your thoughts on this... It seems as if every time I go in a bookstore I see more books about black art, Satanism, and religious cults. If these subjects are as popular as
they seem, it seems, unless there is something technically lacking in the Bible, we shouldn't have too much trouble publishing them. As I mentioned once before, I was a little worried that someone might jump the gun on us, and write the Satanic Bible and publish it by some fly-by-night publisher. Although the content of such a book would surely be the same
hackneyed drivel that has always existed in books about Satanism, it would have ruined it for us as far as the title was concerned. A few weeks later, towards the end of July, LaVey heard from his friend Burton Wolfe, who sent a copy of knight's matter containing his article about LaVey and the Church. I think it's the best story that's been done so far, he told
her in response, and I certainly appreciate your objective handling of it, and feel that a little sensational [she's referring to the lurid cover blurb] in it is necessary. LaVey went on to tell Wolfe that the script for the Satanic Bible is now with Doubleday and Random House, and I am waiting to hear from my agent, regarding their decision. It's a pretty powerful
thing, and it should not only shake up the religious world, but the so-called magic groups and supernatural followers as well, because it shows that most magic groups are just another branch of Christianity or sex clubs using Satanism for a reason. August is quiet, and we can only suppose that while the publishing world, led by New York City, goes into
holiday mode, LaVey keeps banging on the keyboard. In September, he sent his Enochian Key to Silva Romano, and asked for any news from the publisher again. He mentioned his friend, Marcello who have voluntarily put good words wherever they think it could be useful. Truzzi recommended they contact Prentice-Hall [the eventual publisher of The
Compleat Compleat hardcover] and already talked to the editor there, who seemed interested. LaVey was intrigued by this possibility, as they had just published Sybil Leek's book, Diary Of a Witch, (another 'white magic book' filled with sanctimonious drivel. Ho hum!) but still in a supernormal and supernatural vein. At the moment, Truzzi has a book in the
works at Random House and offers to drop a line there, too. LaVey mentioned Truzzi's proposal to him that they collaborate: A few months ago, Marcello approached me about the possibility of co-authoring a book called 'Cauldron Cookery,' a kind of recipe book for witches. I told him that until the Satanic Bible was published, I thought I should concentrate on
things of a more serious nature, as something like 'Cauldron Cookery' might impede the credibility of the Bible... Anyway, I think I'll tell you about this possibility, for whatever it's worth. From the tone of LaVey's letter, it was clear that she was getting discouraged and impatient. Initially, I was very intent on getting a publisher with a rather 'stuffy' reputation,
because I thought it would confuse the public to see the Satanic Bible published by the house like this, and as a matter of fact, I still feel this way. However, we may just beat our heads against a stone wall. What do you think about trying publishers with a reputation for handling more confrontational work - like Gove [sic] Press? He went on to tell Romano that
in between his sessions at the typewriter, he had worked to record the album The Satanic Mass, which would have readings from Satan's Bible on one side, and Satanic rituals on the other. He further speculated that it would be helpful to have the Satanic Bible at the same time, which is scheduled to be around Halloween, in less than two months. Again, this
is more than optimistic – it's pretty naïve about the amount of time it takes to finish a book that we now know as the Satanic Bible. Another month passed, one in which LaVey's frustration only grew. As Halloween 1968 approached, he may have been duped by media requests and had nothing to plug in as he made the rounds of local radio and TV stations.
He delivered another letter to his agent, Mike Hamilburg: I don't know why we haven't been able to attract publishers, but whether it's because of overheating of the item and the publisher's fear of handling it, or because it's just plain not good enough, we can't buy any more time. It was frustrating to see all of Satan's literature come out, not to mention Satan's
influence in other fields – music, movies, theater, etc. – and to know that I was in charge of it all, and couldn't even publish my book. We have to get out this is before everyone when we finally got it published, that we just jumped on the bandwagon instead of leading the parade. There is every indication that 1969 will be a great year for magic and Satanism,
and so quickly the Bible is printed, the better. Maybe I was naïve, but I thought the book was good, the only problem was that by then in print someone else would say what was in it before me. Do you think we might be aiming too high, because there is so much lesser material on the subject that is milled by reams by a number of publishers. They even
dredged old materials and reprinted them. It looks like anything with satanic or magic labels will sell, so maybe if we try a smaller publisher we'll get some results. Our recording, 'Satanic Mass,' went to press about three days ago [October 6, 1968] and should be available to the public (we hope) just before Halloween... The note on the back of the recording
jacket tells me little about the church and the Satanic Bible, and the brief background on myself. Of course, I am quite enthusiastic about this, because it will at least protect the title, the Satanic Bible, for us, and will do a lot to interest the people in it. However, it is rather embarrassing to be the founder and leader of the fastest growing, most controversial
religion in the world, and not have so many books to give to my followers, let alone the entire public. With this in mind, I think it's my job to make our philosophy available to people, and I'm seriously considering Vanity Press's publication of the Bible, unless we can interest the publisher - any publisher - in one more month. I have talked to some members of
the church about the feasibility of printing it ourselves, so if we can't publish it any other way in the near future, I will have the necessary information if we plan to continue it... I'm sorry if I sound a little impatient, but I believe in practicing what I preach, which means not sitting back and hoping something happens, but acting in a positive way that will make it
happen. Well, the letter must have woken Mike from his doldrums - or maybe it was just a combination of LaVey's mounting vection out into the ether and an agent who had just seen his lucrative property slip through his fingers. One week later, Hamilburg called LaVey with the good news that Avon Books had expressed interest in the Satanic Bible, and the
editor to be contacted was Peter Mayer. A bit about Peter Mayer: at the time of his meeting with Anton LaVey, he was in his early thirties but already a top editor at Avon; a few years later, he founded Press in Woodstock, N.Y., which still exists today. A bit of a hotshot, he got a Ford Foundation scholarship to Columbia, studied at Oxford, and Fulbright
scholarship to study German literature at Freie Universität Berlin. After Avon, he moved to Penguin Books where he made waves by signing Salman Rushdie and The Satanic Verses - one editor, two famous Satanic books. After hearing from Hamilburg (and, one imagines, dancing a devil's jig around his office), LaVey sent Peter Mayer the first of many
letters to follow, introducing himself and suggesting that they meet in a few weeks when Mayer is supposed to be visiting the West Coast. A week later, LaVey followed up with her agent, after getting no response from Mayer, but reported that, on Hamilburg's advice, she sent the poster editor Satan Wants You. He went on to report that he was going to travel
to New York City, with a stopover in Cleveland, the first week of November and asked if there was anyone he should call while there. When the publication of the Satanic Bible was still in the future, it can be assumed that this trip promoted the album The Satanic Mass. ... it's a bit embarrassing to be the founder and leader of the fastest growing, most
controversial religion in the world, and not having so many books to give to my followers... A series of phone calls are thought to have taken place temporarily, but on December 19, 1968, Peter Mayer wrote directly to LaVey and requested a copy of the five-part series National Insider recently published in the Church of Satan. LaVey relayed the request to
Mike Resnick, the series' writer, and wrote back to Mayer, saying she heard from Carol Sturm Smith. Carol has been assigned to work directly with LaVey on the script. He wrote a very friendly letter, LaVey observed, and I'm sure we'll work well together. A new mother and resident of New York's Lower East Side Alphabet City, Smith did write to LaVey in late
December 1968 about a pretty stationery with a pale blue border, which denied the list of friendly but unequivocal demands for the rest of the manuscript and additional material as soon as possible. He wrote back just after the beginning of the year: I think you'll find I strongly agree with most of the suggestions, and just ask that the actual philosophy and



ceremony remain unchanged. I am fully aware of the value of professional advice and assistance with continuity and polished book presentations, and therefore, open to your expert recommendations. Soon after, LaVey sent out an updated outline as Smith requested, and included a letter detailing his thought process and expressing some concerns: The
section about the Black Mass is almost complete and will be sent to you as soon as I finish it. It will be rather short, because it has been written a lot about it in the books I will cover some little known historical points and will include Contemporary Black Mass as practiced in the Church of Satan. The reason I don't want to dwell on this subject, is that most
people have a misconception that all Satanic rituals are Black Masses, and this is, of course, not at all true. We practice the traditional Black Mass only occasionally, and on this occasion it is done only as a catharsis for members who feel he needs it, or as an illustration of what has been done in the past. The Enochian Keys that went to my agent were, I'm
afraid, poorly reproduced with a lot of typos. I had one of my members type it for me, because my secretary was very busy at the time, and I didn't find until after they were sent that the young woman was not the typist she claimed to be. Therefore, I will have my secretary retype them and send them to you maybe in a week or so. I'm sure you haven't been
able to make sense of them, but in the right form they're really quite strong. He overcame his difficulties in writing chapters about the Church of Satan. It's kind of hard to write because to write it in the first person, it would sound very selfish. Therefore, with the help of other members, it is written on the second person; but thus doing so is in no way in keeping
with the continuity of the book. Do you feel it should be included in the body of the book under the existing chapter title?... I am a little confused about this chapter, and just wrote it to cooperate with my agent's advice... In mid-January, LaVey wrote to Silva Romano at the Hamilburg Agency to prod them about his contract. Before we go any further, I want the
contract taken care of. Romano's letter with the contracts crossed out this letter in the mail, and soon arrived, but there was little concern. Until now, I took the title, 'The Bible of Satan,' acceptable to Peter, but the contract stated the tentative title 'The Bible of the Church of Satan.' I can see the reason for one of the appropriate titles, but I feel very strongly
about emphasizing the biblical image. Is it possible that if I sign avon contract it may be able to put whatever title they choose on it, as I have not yet determined a specific title in the contract? I just want to protect myself from the possibility of them choosing titles like, (I give ludicrous examples) 'Inside the Church of Satan', or 'Handbook for Satan'. In
February, editor Carol Sturm Smith's response to LaVey's updated outline arrived along with the reason for the delay: her entire family, herself, her husband and her baby, had Hong Kong Flu. As a resident of New York City at the time, I clearly remember a little history this, only the third pandemic flu reached the United States in the 20th century. Although
not not deadly, it's highly contagious. Smith agrees that the chapter on the Church of Satan does not work in the book at all, since the passage essentially remains the first-person view of the Church of Satan. He suggested that it would be better to have others expand it as a mini biography of the author because it is this information – which may be well
known and therefore considered 'inseparable' to members of the Church – that the general public you hope will buy the Bible is interested in... and it is this information that will help humanize the Church for those who are unaware of its existence or who will write it as a conglomeration of 'nuts.' [Satan's Bible must be packed] in a plain and hard black jacket
with the letter and symbol Baphomet in silver as the only ornament. In analyzing the structure of the Bible, its division into four books, he emphasized that overall it would serve the dual purpose of providing liturgy for Church members and explanations for the public. He suggested that LaVey look at Timothy Leary's new book, The High Priest, because it has
a title page for each section that might serve as a model for how each Book will be presented. It is also important to Smith that whatever home literature the Church of Satan uses among its members, and which will be incorporated into the Bible, is entirely consistent in spelling and punctuation, and therefore at this time he requests a copy of the mimeos that
members have designated as part of their membership material. To add to the burden of his current writing, and increase his sense of urgency, LaVey received an interesting proposition from Michael Resnick, editor of National Insider. Resnick recently completed a five-part series at the Church of Satan. Does LaVey want to write a WEEKLY column for the
paper, answering letters from his constituents? The money involved, and the offer was accepted, turned into a column we all know today as The Letter of the Devil. After a few weeks back to his typewriter, LaVey answered Carol Sturm Smith in late February with a solution to the Satanic Church chapter problem. After reading his last letter to his friend Burton
Wolfe, Burton offered to write it, and so LaVey's biographical details eventually became part of Introductions, written by Wolfe, and LaVey's own Introduction became a Foreword. The chapter of the Church of Satan itself is crossed out. [In listing many of Wolfe's publishing credits for Smith, LaVey also mentioned that for a while, Wolfe was a ghost writer for
Hugh Hefner's Playboy Philosophy column. If you've ever admired how Satanic Playboy's principles of sexual freedom and indulgence seem, well, this may hint.] The Enochian key continues to grow, and in the same letter, LaVey gives us some interesting insight into how they do it: I revised the English translation of the [Enochian] Key very ... when they
were translated during a period when Satan was much more of an underground soul than he needs now. So, of course, they have a somewhat inferior tone. I omit this feeling and return it to its original meaning as stated in the camouflage provided by the Enochian. This would be a freely translated version, rather than word for word, because the Key is very
esoteric and tends to be a little overt because of that esotericism. The new version that has not been exposed that I will send is much more plausible, will be easy to understand by most, and, therefore, will serve its intended purpose... emotionally stimulating and diabolically correcting mantras for various purposes. I will also add a notation to each one that
indicates the situation they will be using. I would like to state clearly that this translation is, 'an unexposed version, translated by Anton LaVey.' I have two reasons for this: first, I want my followers to realize that this, and only this, is truly Satanic and gives the original meaning of the Key, rather than the shrouded, white light, sterilized meaning that has been
given by some conscience-stricken interpreter, and the fearful interpreter who has offered it to supernatural scholars, in the past. Secondly, I would take the wicked joy in imagining the reaction of so-called witches and witches when they discover that I have had the 'courage' to present their 'forbidden' odes in their original blasphemous form. Not even the
'most evil' of the messiahs they have dared it! I'll find this funniest. At the same time, LaVey wrote to Peter Mayer, as he had been ordered to keep her up-to-date on her media appearances. LaVey told him that the March 1969 issue of Playboy had an article, Cultsville USA, in part, in Satan's Church. These are parts that are written snidely throughout, and
bump us with all the white light, mystical groups, but reach a wide market and they spell the correct name... Caravel Films, an Italian film company that performs 'Mondo Cane' has just completed a segment of the film on us that will be part of a documentary about magic. It will be released in Europe on Sept. under the name 'Magic Report', and here in the US
in December it may be titled 'The Power of Magic'. The title of the film evolved into Angeli Bianchi... Angeli Neri, or White Angel, Black Angel, and then Magic '70. The director, Luigi Scattini, lost control the film was before its release and edited into sensational and snarkily narrated shock-schlock pieces that you can buy today on DVD. LaVey goes on to again
express his concern over the title (And the book that tersa Apparently, Carol Sturm Smith did not like the Bible of Satan or the Bible of the Church of Satan as a title. He went to bat once again for the Satanic Bible,... for several reasons. First, I think it's more outrageous than any other title, and secondly, it's the name we founded for the book. For example: the
record refers to it as Satan's Bible', as does countless articles. Many people in the media waited and watched my 'Satanic Bible', as well as all the members had heard prospective texts about Satanism for some time under that title... Also... Dignified presentation will be achieved best by packing the book in a plain and hard black jacket with letters and
symbols Baphomet in silver as the only ornament. On March 6, 1969, LaVey wrote to Carol Sturm Smith informing her that she had sent Enochian Keys and The Black Mass by air mail under a separate cover, and was working on a copy for the book's fourth title page. He also instructed her to change the word Shamad to Saitan in the section on Infernal
Names. And he asked, again, if anyone could confirm his earnest hope, that his book would be titled, the Devil's Bible. LaVey wrote to Peter Mayer a few weeks later, with the news that Murgenstrumm Records was planning a national distribution of The Satanic Mass album to coincide with the book's release. He wondered if it was possible for two items to be
cross-promoted – was Avon willing to include a mention of the album somewhere in satan's Bible? He also told Mayer that Playboy had requested two letters of response from LaVey, one as a follow-up to the cultsville U.S.A. article mentioned above, and another to a piece by the former Rev. Harvey Cox, Religion and Morality. Mayer sent a letter on March
24, telling LaVey not to worry about the book's title: We'll get it done together... As for the publication date, it is not possible until the fall. For us to manage April 1 will mean having the manuscript completed on January 15. Sorry, but the date you like is an outside shot over the order of impossibility. On April 11, Mayer again wrote a letter to LaVey, telling him
that it would not be appropriate to promote the Satanic Mass in the pages of the Bible: ... sounds hucksterish. Please send all mentions of The Church of Satan to our file. Carol said that the book would come good, but not as fast as she or you or I wanted. In fact, Carol also wrote to LaVey today, singling out her for answers to a series of questions she sent,
plus a church chapter of Satan and a title page for the Books. He was referring to the earthquake recently in California: We in the east are all relieved that California is still clinging tightly to its the rest of the land, and this must have been the Mount Borrego Earthquake of April 8, 1969. LaVey immediately wrote back and assured him that he would get a
chapter of The Church of Satan in the letter that night. Let me know what you think about it – I love it. He also assured her he would be working on the title page and would try to have it in the mail within a week. The query page he mentioned, however, is a mystery - he never received it. I don't know if it's the San Francisco or New York Police Department, but
I hope you have a copy so you don't have to go into trouble putting it together a second time. Two weeks later, he wrote to Smith again, responding to some of the corrections he received. His reference is rather tempting, since he did not specify what the correction was. I think most of the corrections you make are in order and even the one I ask you to leave
because I have them is reasonable advice. I can see your reasons for suggesting they be changed, but have a definite purpose to want them left as is. He told her that he covered the introduction by Burton Wolfe. It is unclear now how he refers to the chapter on the Church of Satan. He also sent a copy of the title page to one of the four Books and promised
three others sometime this week. At this point, Carol Sturm Smith must have gotten used to taking these promises with a grain of salt. It took another three weeks for LaVey to write to Smith again, sending more promised material. He mentions getting side-tracked by other things. Well, one of the other things is a letter from Thomas Lipscomb of Prentice-Hall,
expressing interest in publishing LaVey's next book as a hardcover. In the midst of trying to get his last writing done on the Satanic Bible, LaVey began collecting books that we now know as the Devil's Witch. He wrote to his agent, Mike Hamilburg, immediately with concerns over the exclusivity clause in his contract with Avon - does this have to do with
hardcovers as well? Every future book I do I prefer in hardcover, first. She went on to ask Hamilburg if she knew any lecture bureaus she could approach about the many requests she received for public talks about Satanism. Of the many letters I received from college, there seemed to be a lot of interest for me to speak at various universities and colleges
around the country. For some time now I have been putting off looking into this issue, but every time I receive another question about my tuition fees and booking date, it brings it to mind again. the same time, LaVey was approached by William Targ, an editor at Putnam's who had been referred to LaVey by Burton Wolfe. He's interested in publishing a book
about the occult aspect where you're worried. Worry. respond with respect, send a copy of Satan's Mass and poster Satan Wants You. He referred it to Avon Books about the possibility of producing a hardcover edition of The Satanic Bible, as Avon was the publisher of paperback. Targ was happy to receive the album and promised he would... played the
album when I got home tonight and was sure I'd enjoy it. When my friend Ira Levin visits me next, I will of course play it for him too! Returning to the Satanic Bible, it was funny to see him employ a little Lesser Magic with his apology to Smith, observing that this delay gave him the opportunity to spend more time with his baby. Children can of course be a
wonderful buffer for a fast-paced existence – my five-year-old son is a constant source of entertainment for me! His letter goes on to talk about the appearance of the book itself. Regarding illustrations, the only thing available are the widely used carvings of old devils, etc. Avon has come to me to use artwork far superior to other paperback houses for their
covers. In this case I prefer an almost scary cover in its formality - a black background with silver and silver cloister text or perhaps a red symbol of Baphomet (the reverse pentagram held by the dragon in this letterhead) directly below the text in the middle of the cover. Using this cover format may allow the cost of art typically incurred on cover design to be
transferred to deep black and white artwork, which will surely distinguish the Bible from other paperbacks. Nymphs, satyrs, demons, bat-winged figures, flames hovering over and/or surrounding courtyards will, I am sure, pay off in the long run. In the end, all that was used was some drawings of The Church of Satan stationery, which we believe was sketched
by LaVey himself. He finished by instructing Smith about another item: At the beginning of the entire Bible I wanted a solitary page reading: For Diane. At the end of the Bible I want one blank last page except the words, 'Yankee Rose'. For those hoping for one, I am sorry to tell you that no explanation was given. In mid-June, LaVey sent another copy of The
Satanic Mass album to Avon; they will use the Baphomet symbol graphic on the jacket for the cover of the Satanic Bible. As editing progressed on the Bible, LaVey's agent got in touch with other publishers about bringing the book out in hardcover. Silva Romano wrote to LaVey to confirm for him that Peter Mayer at Avon could be praised for the idea and
thought that Putnam might be a good place for the book. Unfortunately, before the end of June, Putnam gave the Satanic Bible a quick and hard pass, William Targ cited the house's policy of not issuing hardcover after the paperback edition has been released. As we all know, this is exactly what finally ended and that's just one more way LaVey's little black
book breaks every print. [Satan's Bible] is the only published paper on the subject of Satanism, by a demon. When July came along, LaVey felt compelled to re-bring up the subject with its editor, Peter Mayer. It became quite clear that the Avon team had delayed answering LaVey in any final context on the issue, and one could easily feel and share his
frustration. Ever since Burton Wolfe's book, The Satanists, now goes into final editing and mentions my book in its context, I want to clear up the indecision regarding the title for my Bible. As you know, I still prefer my original title, the Satanic Bible, for some reason. First, because it has become 'popular knowledge' that it will be that name ... Also, I just think
it's more handheld and hard-hitting than any other alternative that has been suggested. You haven't specifically said that you oppose that title, but since there are some differences about it, I would assume you have some reservations... If you feel strongly about the title you are proposing, the Church of Satan Bible, I can only follow it if the cover format
emphasizes 'Bible' (probably three times larger than the other titles). Perhaps it was the lack of feedback of all kinds on this issue that frustrates LaVey the most, but we may all be grateful to the infernal god of our choice, that the right decision was made. It is impossible to imagine this book with another title, and it can be said that LaVey had a future in mind
when he chose it – I believe many ages of satan's Bible can be attributed to the powerful important message conveyed by that title. Moreover, it is somewhat ironic that Wolfe's book, The Satanists, is being put on hold for confirmation of LaVey's title - in the end, The Satanists became The Devil's Avenger. LaVey continued. I have one small change I want to
make on my confession page if I can. Directly by name, Mark Twain, I want George Bernard Shaw inserted - with brackets between Twain and Shaw and instead of 'a very brave man' after Twain, 'a very brave man' following the brackets - in other words, a statement for both men. They never made this correction. However, Avon managed to fix Logaro
Bernardino to Nogaro - with the 7th printing. Better late than never? LaVey then asked Mayer about the possibility of several copies of the book that were not bound to be sent to her for a special binding, for herself and some elected Church members. Staying up to date with the latest publicity reports, LaVey mentioned the review of The Satanic Mass album
in the July 1969 issue of Playboy, and four pages about the Church in supplement to the Detroit Free Press Sunday for June 15. At this time LaVey also to Nancy Coffey, an Managing Editor at Avon, who has requested a photo of the author. LaVey has done photo sessions for professional photographer John Hendricks, who, in lieu of payment, has offered
LaVey a selection of his photos to use as he wishes. I thought this one would be the best, as I pointed out in the clerical collar. However, I have each other that I consider, which shows me with my lion. The composition is very good and the picture is good from the lion and myself. Nancy was happy and reassured her, the photo will reproduce very well and we
will return it to you when we are done with it. He can confirm that the book will come out in December and that the Church will receive 500 copies directly from the bindery, but that Avon will not be able to provide an unbound copy. In August 1969, LaVey heard directly from Avon's publicity department for the first time. Judy Weber sent her a questionnaire
asking for standard biographical details. Under The Occupation of the Past, he reported the same list of jobs we are all familiar with: oboist symphonies (age 16), carnival workers: (sideshows, 'girlie' performances, fortune tellers, 'spooky' performances), circus wild animal trainers, concert organizers, calliope players, music teachers, pianists for house banter,
clinical hypnotists, psychic researchers or 'ghost hunters', architectural designers, criminologists, painters (oil), lecturers. His interests and hobbies are also consistent with what LaVey has always talked about, with some interesting details:... magic and the supernatural, obviously - classical music and wild animals love it. Owned and kept 500 lb., the male
African lion in his San Francisco townhouse for more than three years. Lion name: 'Togare.' The lion is now at the S.F. Zoo, and the father of four boys is named: Satan, Lucifer, Belial, Leviathan. The announcement of my name and the Church of Satan was given in reference to the lion donator, on all tours of the Zoo. Unfortunately, this questionnaire has
arrived with its name and the title of the book has been filled out: the Bible of the Church of Satan. LaVey headed to his typewriter and dogged another mashed up letter to Avon, this one addressed to Managing Editor Nancy Coffey, informing him of all the sales questions they received at Central, and presenting his case once again: I was under the
assumption that the question of the title had been resolved and that it was to be the Devil's Bible, but when I received my 'author's questionnaire' , the title is given as: The Bible of the Church of Satan. Is this because the publicity department hasn't been informed of the correct name, or is there still some difference? I would definitely like to be published under
my original title, and feel it would be foolish to negate the advance publicity that has been do, by throwing prospective buyers from with different titles. In mid-September, LaVey heard from Silva Romano at Hamilburg's agency, informing him that the kitchen would be delivered in about three weeks, and that he and Peter Mayer hoped to have it at that year's
Frankfurt Book Fair, one of the biggest events in the publishing world. Before long, a letter arrives that inevitably leaves LaVey twitching her prickly tail in joy and contentment: Nancy Coffey sends a proof of the cover, full of its title that shines o't oats from its all-black cover: the Satanic Bible. It's not a dream; This is really happening. In October, she wrote
back to Coffey expressing her excitement at the cover and conveying how impressed everyone was when she showed it off. He planned a Halloween press tour to Detroit, Michigan and then to New York, and explained with wicked glee what he planned with the proof of the cover he received: Lou Gordon's show in Detroit had asked me several times in the
last six months to appear... I told [the producer] I wouldn't have a Bible before December 1, but would have proof of the cover... I can't see any reason why I can't just put the cover on another paperback and use a tried and true magic formula – misdeed – and go ahead and promote the book. He was always trying to convey new publicity, so he reported that
the secret November 1969 issue brought a new article about Sharon Tate that included her quote, and she mentioned Hans Holzer: The Truth About Magic, by Hans Holzer – published by Doubleday has close to a chapter about myself and the Church, which is good enough if you can ignore the glaring inaccuracies in spelling and other fields. After receiving
a question from Judy Weber, her publicity representative at Avon, she wrote confirming the date she would be in New York City and expressing her desire to meet her and other contacts in Avon. While in New York, he stayed at the Barbizon Plaza Hotel, a respectable old place built just a month after Anton LaVey was born. It's across the street from Central
Park, and close to Carnegie Hall and Lincoln Center. If Guy Woodhouse was around, he might have observed that he could walk into all the movies from there. The publicity trip went well, and the LaVeys were able to meet with Coffey and Weber while they were in New York. Judy Weber tried to contact LaVey with reporters from a major news service, who
made a mistake on the call at 9:00 a.m.m on Sunday morning after LaVey worked through the night, and got a forced and entitled mite in need of an interview. He may never make that mistake again. What LaVey did, now the Satanic Bible Go to sleep? Why, the Compleat Witch, of course. Negotiations with Tom Lipscomb at Prentice-Hall have been
completed and a contract is being sent. But it is is for another day. In late November, LaVey updated his agency again, and said he was waiting for a copy of the Bible promotion to arrive so he could start promoting it. I realize that paperback books are usually harder to review than hardcover books, but I have more opportunities to reach the public than most
authors. Silva Romano responded a few weeks later assuring him that Avon had confirmed that the shipment of 500 copies had just come out, and covered the rest of his down payment from the Avon Commission minus: a check for $1,012.50. Sometime during the last week of November 1969 (just in time for Thanksgiving), the first Satanic Bible arrived at
the Black House. Personalized copies of signatures dated November 27, 1969 and November 29, 1969 have been identified for our records. There is no direct evidence or observation of Anton LaVey's reaction to receiving his first copy of the Satanic Bible. We can work from the assumption that it is very, very satisfying. I saw him holding it, passing his hand
over the cover, sitting down to flip it over at length - then walking into his ritual room and putting it on the altar. Perhaps a nice dinner with friends is quickly arranged; Of course, I hope some bottles aren't corroded. One of the questions on the author's survey from Avon was, What reaction to your book did you anticipate? He replied: Nothing else is expected in
presenting the most blasphemous and controversial religion in the 'civilized' world... My book is a Bible written by a self-confessed devil for satan (or would-be satan), and those who seek the truth about the same thing. This is the only volume of its kind in the history of religion. This is the only published work on the subject of Satanism, by a Satan. In previous
articles, I have detailed the painstaking process of submitting parts of the book, piece by piece, for weeks and months, of deadlines he missed, and corrections and changes he would not accept. The editors encouraged him; the market encouraged it; many letters flowed to the Church of Satan encouraging him to get the manuscript to be. He listened, but he
never rushed. He wrote the book he wanted to write. There are people who have tried to tell you that he always plans to rewrite someday. I think there's enough evidence here - and tonight, in this room - to convince us that he's taking the time he needs. For fifty years the Bible of Satan! Long live the devil! Read Magistra Nadramia's Addendum to Be Written:
The History of Satan's Bible
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